Duplicity

ACROSS
 1. B’klyn ___ (NYC nbhd.)
 4. Bookish Brit. weekly
 5. Ty and others
12. Not pizzicato
14. One of many 2-Down
15. Throw for _____
16. With 19-Across,
   Constitutional no-no
17. Racing legend Ayrton
18. With 19-Across,
   Constitutional no-no
19. See 16-Across
20. Jerry-built
21. Follower
22. Legal matter
23. Lucky numeral
24. Warning from 54-Down
25. 57 shares, for instance
26. Not as many
27. Demonstration of a kind
28. Meditation of a kind
29. Many 63-Across
30. ___ Lanka
31. Bottom ten
33. Wash
37. Symptom of humanity
39. Key number for this puzzle
40. Reeds or mixtures,
   to an organist
41. Gullible
42. Leander’s sandwich?
44. Neighbor of Syria
45. Fruity compound
47. Tom, Dick or Harry
49. Poe’s Annabel

52. Each
53. Feel your pain
54. Popular ISP
57. 57 shares, for instance
59. With 62-Across, pun
61. Encourage
62. See 59-Across
63. Key number for this puzzle
65. Dam
66. “Crazy” electronics purveyor
67. Kind of guard or hat
68. Dr.’s assts.

DOWN
 1. Pilgrim
 2. Corners
 3. Begone
 4. Flood
 5. Alan and Cheryl
 6. It’s not Absolut
 7. Fires
 8. Bread spread
 9. With 10-Down, features
    of carbon dioxide and
    polyunsaturated fats
10. See 9-Down
11. 26-Across, as a pet
12. See 50-Across, prone to cut both ways
13. Short works?
14. Jumping at sea
15. Camelot composer
16. Helmet part
17. Furnace
18. Not as many
19. Demonstration of a kind
20. Meditation of a kind
21. Many 63-Across
22. ___ Lanka
23. Helmet part
24. Skipped
25. Palindromic holiday
26. Safe at sea
27. Camelot composer
28. With 51-Down, prone to cut both ways
29. See 50-Down
30. Void
31. Computer register
32. Hatch of Utah
33. Ogles
34. Prankster of Norse mythology
35. Saarinen
36. UN-GWB dir.
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